Although the polarisation of resonance radiation of components in nuclear spin multiplets has been worked out quite satisfactorily, the treatment is not so complete when the method of excitation is electron impact. It seemed worth whlle to investigate this point in greater detail. In the case of resonance radiation Ellett,I Ellett and MacNair,2 and Larrick and Heydenburg3 have worked out the particular case of the resonance line 2537 of mercury, the calculations allowing for the different nuclear spins of the different isotopes. The general method of attack is very simple in principle: the probability of an atom being raised from the ground state by the incident radiation to a certain Zeeman component of a higher level is found. The probability that the atom then falls to a Zeeman component of a lower level is obtained and from these two it is simple to find the polarisation of the radiation emitted. A similar method can be used if the atom is excited by electron impact. There is, however, a considerable complication introduced by the possibility of an atomic and an impinging electron changing over, with or without a change in the total spin of the atom.
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The simplest case to work out would be that of an atom with one valence electron, whose nucleus had a spin 1/2, for example H, or even with a general nuclear spin i, as would apply to the alkali metals. A further simplification would be to assume that the ground state of the atom had J = 0, as then f = i for this level. For experiments on electron impact mercury, helium, zinc and cadmium are especially suitable and these are all two electron systems with a ground state J = 0. The actual experimental material is rather meager, sodium and mercury being the only two metals on which any data are available. That the sodium D lines are nearly or completely unpolarised has been shown by several observers.4 For mercury 2537 there is, however, a definite polarisation depending very much on the electron velocity. Since the nuclear spin of sodium is not known we consider chiefly the case of mercury.
The question of the polarisation of the ratiation excited by electron impact has been considered by OppenheimerP and it was claimed in his paper that the methods of the quantum theory give a good account of all the experimental data. However, as pointed out by the same author,6 the proof that the polarisation tends to zero as the exciting energy is decreased to the excitation potential is not valid because electron inter-change is neglected. The rest of the paper of Oppenheimer (1) where the coefficients S are given by Wigner.7 For two electron systems, when the singlet levels are close to the triplets, it is necessary to consider all four levels as forming one group and then the easiest way of finding the coefficients S is that of Houston.8 For Hg, Cd, Zn, it is necessary to make this refinement or else the intersystem lines are not possible and we are very much interested in these.
Introducing the nuclear spin i, we can use a system of quantisation (L, J, MJ, i, Mi), which would be suitable if there were a weak magnetic field-acting on the atom, strong enough to break down the coupling between J and i, but too weak to affect that between L and S. The wave functions for this system of quantisation will be
where I(Mi) is the spin function for the nucleus in the state M,. Introducing the coupling (J.i) and making the field strength tend to zero, we arrive at the system of quantisation needed in our problem (L, J, f, Mf) and the wave functions are Excitation by Impact.-It is necessary now to calculate the probability that an electron impinging on the atom should excite it from one of the Zeeman components (f', M;) of the ground state l1So to one of the Zeeman components (f, Mf) of a higher energy level. In the case of resonance radiation it is necessary to consider the intensity distribution within the line itself. This is quite unnecessary with electron impact since here there is nothing corresponding to resonance, except just at the excitation potential, where the thermal spread of the electrons is quite enough to give uniform excitation over all the hyperfine components. By considering the incident and scattered electrons as plane waves (a good approximation for energies more than 100 volts and a fair approximation at lower energies, not too small) and not considering nuclear spin at all, the author9 where kh/2irm and k'h/2irm are the velocities of the incident and scattered electrons, a being the angle of scattering. The coefficients a are the transformation coefficients in the special case when singlets and triplets must be considered together, and the formulae for them are given by Houston.8 f, G and g are complicated definite integrals involving the electron velocity, but whose explicit forms are not needed here. Go and go are by far the most important of the GM and gM integrals, but even these are negligible at energies of 30 or 40 volts upward. At the excitation potential f, vanish but fo is quite large. As the energy increases f,,. increase and fo diminishes, until for very fast electrons (say 1000 volts) fo is inappreciable compared with f, .
The effect of the introduction of a nuclear spin will be to modify this formula. From equations (3) , (4) intensities of the Zeeman components arising from this level, the product of the two gives the contribution to the parallel and perpendicular components from this (f, Mf). By summing over Mf we can obtain the polarisation of any hyperfine line and by summing again over f and over the different isotopes we get the polarisation of the unresolved line as it is usually observed. The relative intensities of the Zeeman components follow immediately from the usual Honl formulae.10 Using these and the populations in the excited states, as already explained, we get immediately the polarisation P = (I -I2)I(I1 + I2), where I, is the intensity parallel and I2 is the intensity perpendicular to the electron stream, when the radiation is observed at right angles to the electron beam. We find the following expressions for the polarisation of the radiation emitted in the jump J = 1 to J = 0 and f tof'. The results are summarized in the table. Here X and ,u denote the probability of exciting the components MJ = 0 and MJ = i 1, respectively, in the case where there is no nuclear spin. A1 and A: 1 of equation (5) are thus first approximations to X and,u. On summing overf for each value of i, we find the polarisation for i = 3/2 P = -(X + 224,)/225(X + 2,u) and for i = 1/2 P = (X -10u)/9(X + 2k).
Discussion. where i = 0 (not merely to singlet levels this time because interchange is unimportant at high velocities). Explanation is needed in the case of intersystem lines and an actual example will make the situation clear. With mercury, the line 1l'SO -2 (X 2537) is possible because the 23Pl wave function is built up of parts, one antisymmetrical in the spins and the rest symmetrical. In other words, the (L.S) coupling has introduced a term antisymmetrical in the spins into the wave function, and it is this part which enables combinations with the ground state to occur. When the atom is excited by electrons with energy less than about 30 volts, the terms which are antisymmetrical in the orbits also contribute on account of interchange, most often with the spin of the emerging electron opposite to that of the incident. Since the antisymmetrical terms are much the larger in the 23P, wave function, interchange plays a very important part here. A small error in estimating the interchange term leads to a large error in the polarisation and this is probably the reason why our calculations (described later) are so much in error. It does seem remarkable that 2537 is unpolarised at the excitation potential because there are so many features involved which have appreciable effects. It is clear that the effect of the nuclear spin is to diminish the polarisation and the greater the nuclear spin the more complete is the depolarisation. Perhaps the result that the D lines of sodium are unpolarised when excited by electron impact can be attributed to the large nuclear spin, the exact magnitude of which, however, is not known.
It may be mentioned that a theoretical interpretation of the polarisation of the mercury lines in the visible spectrum, which has been observed quite accurately,"I is impossible at present on account of the cascade effect. One would expect that this objection is not very serious when applied to the 1850 line, since it is so intense that atoms passing through the 2 'P, state on their way down to the ground state are relatively few VOL. 18, 1932 in number compared with those excited directly. However, the difficulties of working in this region make measurements on this line almost impossible.
Calculations on 2537.-In the hope that at least a rough check might be obtained on the theory given here, the first order cross-sections in the case of mercury 2537 were estimated and the polarisation calculated as a function of the electron energy. The calculations have been described in a previous paper. 9 The results are most disappointing and are so far from reality that they are only briefly described. The first number is the polarisation per cent for i = 0, the second for i = 1/2 and the third for It is frequently stated in the books that reversible processes never change the entropy of the universe. In justifying this statement, however, attention usually centers upon examples and in consequence a certain refinement of the statement has been overlooked which is sometimes important. The purpose of the present note is to call attention to this restriction and to discuss two examples of its application.
A complete formal proof from thermodynamic principles would presumably follow the usual course of showing that, if a reversible process could alter the universal entropy, then we could continuously convert heat into work without compensation, in violation of the Second Law. As an alternative, a proof from Statistical Mechanics would proceed by a consideration of systems in equilibrium. In either case the assumption would have to be made that the reversible process in question is independent or isolable, that is, that it can be caused to occur as nearly as desired in the complete absence of any other thermodynamically significant process. In view of this inevitable assumption an accurate statement of the theorem is obviously the following:
An isolable reversible process never changes the entropy of the universe. Of the two examples to be considered, one is of practical importance, while the other is of interest because it is a case in which the unrestricted theorem is certainly not valid.
The first example has to do with thermo-electricity. Treating the Peltier and Thomson heats as reversible processes and ignoring the irreversible Ohmic heat and also thermal conduction, Kelvin deduced long ago the equation
